ANTI-DOPING CHARTER OF ATHLETE RIGHTS

SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES

The following is a summary of the major changes between the draft versions of the Anti-Doping Charter of Athlete Rights presented by WADA’s Athlete Committee to WADA’s Executive Committee and Foundation Board in November 2018 and in May 2019 (following public consultation) respectively:

• Mission statement added and preamble changed and streamlined.
• Approval and change process articulated.
• Structure remains the same – however Part 2 scope more clearly stated (Anti-Doping Organizations).
• Wording and definitions made consistent with the World Anti-Doping Code (Code) and the International Standards.
• Articles on doping control rights, protected persons, B sample analysis added; other rights, application and standing added.
• Proposal of creating an Anti-Doping Ombudsperson position removed from the Charter and discussed separately.
• Charter references in the Code proposed.
• References to the Charter added to the Code introduction and Code section on WADA’s Roles and Responsibilities.